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Abstract. The conjuncts (or ligatures) are a fundamental issue for the Devanagari 
script (or lipi), as it is for any other Brahmi scripts (e.g., Bengali or Bangla, 

Gujarati, Tamil, Kannada, Malayalam, etc). The conjuncts make the script 
unnecessarily complex and difficult to learn and to use. The conjuncts not only 
engender an exponentially large number of total characters for the script, but also 

render the character set of the script to stay  undefined and open ended. For 
example, one is unable to conclusively answer the question, exactly how many 
conjunct characters exists (or will exist in future) there in the Devanagari script? 

If we can do away with the conjuncts we can make the script  not only very 
simple, but also truely complete (or close ended). 

In this paper a complete script of a conjunct-free writing system of Devanagari, 
named as Nayanagari, is presented. The alphabet set of the Nayanagari script and 

the rules to  convert any Devanagari word into Nayanagari format is described. 
Nayanagari  is simple, direct, and easy to use  in computing and in any other use. 
An efficient and easy-to-memorize mapping of the QWERTY keyboard for the 

Nayanagari characters is illustrated as well.  

The concepts and the  ideas of Nayanagari are equally applicable to any other 
Brahmi script. In designing, developing, grouping and ordering the alphabets of 
the Nayanagari script, we put significant effort so that each character (in both the 

vowel and the consonant tables, as illustrated below) has (or potentially has) a 
phonetically identical character in any Brahmi script (with 1:1 mapping), only the 
artistic rendering of the characters being different. In other words, in our new 

simple and enhanced scripting proposal below, the Nayanagari character set  
represent the alphabet set of any Brahmi script in a generic fashion. 

Keywords. Devanagari script, Indic scripts, Devanagari computing 

Introduction 

Devanagari alphabets, as that of other Indic languages, are derived from the Brahmi 

script. Brahmi is the ancestor of hundreds of languages predominantly used in the 

Indian sub-continent as well as in south-east and east Asia [1][2].  The majority of the 

scholars believe that the Brahmi script originated from the West-Semitic languages 
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(like that of any other Indo-European languages) and has been in use in our sub-

continent starting at least from 500 BC. Among the descendants of the Brahmi script 

are the Devanagari script (used in Hindi, Sanskrit, Nepali, Marathi, etc) and the 

Bangla script (used in Bangla, Assamese, Garo, Mundari, etc). The alphabet set of 

any of the languages originating from the Brahmi script are very similar in phonetic 

sounds, positional order, and in various other features. 

The writing systems that originated from the Brahmi script constitute of syllabic 

alphabets, also known as abugida. The consonants of these alphabet sets have an 

inherent vowel (e.g., a /�/ in Hindi, and o /�/ in Bangla) with them. The inherent 

vowel of the consonant can either be muted by means of a special diacritic (named as 

halanth or hash), or be superseded by attaching a separate vowel diacritic. The vowels 

can be used either as a diacritic to a consonant or as a separate letter, either at the 

beginning of a word or elsewhere. The diacritics representing a vowel may reside 

above, below, before, after, or on both sides of a consonant, and thus often being 

placed in a non-progressive sequence. 

Like other Brahmi scripts, conjuncts (or ligatures) are used in Devanagari 

whenever two or more consonants occur together and have no pronounced vowel in-

between the adjacent consonants. Conjuncts are one of the major disadvantages of the 

Devanagari script (and for other Brahmi scripts as well), making its written 

representation very complex. The conjunct characters generate a huge number of 

character symbols, making it difficult for a user to learn and use them efficiently in 

various usage, e.g., in computing applications. There are hundreds of conjuncts in 

Devanagari, and theoretically it could be even more. In addition to the huge number, 

the lack of a fully defined set of conjuncts, mandates the script to remain open-ended 

and incomplete. 

Due to the difficulties related to the use of conjuncts along with the non-

progressive nature of the Devanagari vowels, a number of fundamental computing 

aspects (e.g., indexing, sorting, database usage, optical character reading, speech to 

text and text to speech conversion, etc) are still open issues, waiting to be resolved 

effectively. Even after decades, since Devanagari was first used in computer, there are 

no significant use of Devanagari in one’s daily computing (e.g., programming 

languages, OSes, e-mail, database, office applications, web applications, banking 

applications, etc). Neither the business offices, nor the educational institutions are 

able to use Devanagari effectively for their all computing purposes.  Devanagari 

computing are restrictively being used primarily in the areas of printing, publishing 

and documenting, though not in a very efficient manner. To use Devanagari 

effectively in all spheres of computing, it is essential that its interface with the 

computer be very simple. Without the simplicity, the effective and mass application of 

Devanagari in computing will continue to stay as a dream. 

We discovered that there are two fundamental issues with the writing systems that 

originated from the Brahmi script: a) the inherent vowel with each consonant not 

allowing two or more adjacently (side by side) placed consonants to make a 

compound consonant sound together, and, b) the same diacritic not being able to be 

applied to two or more adjacent (side by side) consonants due to the non-progressive 

nature of the vowel diacritics (as the vowel diacritics are used above, below, before, 

after, or on both sides of a consonant). We identified that these two aspects (i.e., the 

syllabic use of consonants and the non-progressive use of vowels), which are inherent 

in all the Brahmi scripts, are the fundamental flaws that mandate conjuncts. By 

resolving these two fundamental issues, the Devanagari script (as well as any other 

Brahmi script) can be made very simple and systematic, without requiring any 

conjuncts.  
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In the Nayanagari proposal, the above mentioned issues of the Devanagari script 

are addressed firstly by taking off the inherent vowel from the consonants, and 

secondly by making the vowels strictly progressive. Each of the Nayanagari vowels is 

represented by a single symbol, always being placed in a progressive manner after a 

consonant (or a group of consonants) that is (or are) affected by it. In Nayanagari the 

Devanagari vowels are simplified by: a) reducing the number of vowels to 8, as the 

basic vowel sounds of Devanagari, and, b) adopting only the diacritic representations 

of the vowels as alphabets (which can be placed independently at the beginning of a 

word or elsewhere). Thus the Nayanagari script becomes fully alphabet based and 

progressive, requiring no conjuncts, as described in the sections below.  

The Nayanagari script has only 45 alphabet symbols (or characters) as compared 

to (currently) many hundreds in Devanagari, making Nayanagari much easier to learn 

and to use. Also note that, Nayanagari has a phonemic alphabet set (as there are no 

inherent vowel with the consonants), as compared to a syllabic alphabet set of 

Devanagari. 

The Basic Vowels 

As per the position of the tongue while pronouncing a vowel, the Nayanagari vowels 

are categorized in three different groups, a) front, b) back, and c) central. Table-1 

shows the 8 basic vowels of the Nayanagari script, in their new groups and positional 

order. The 1st and the 2nd column of Table-1 shows the position of the tongue when a 

particular vowel is pronounced. The 3rd column shows the new positional order, 

which is important for sorting and indexing. The 4th column illustrates the written 

representation (or artistic rendering) of any vowel character. The 5th and the 6th 

columns show the names of the vowels in Nayanagari and in IPA (International 

Phonetic Alphabet [3][4]) respectively. (Note that the name and the phonetic sound of 

a Nayanagari vowel is the same, as shown in Table-1. By coining an additional 

beautiful name for each of the Nayanagari vowels may be more convenient to learn 

and use them.) The 7th column of Table-1 shows the corresponding letter or diacritic 

form in Devanagari for any particular vowel.  

Instead of over 35 letter and diacritic vowel symbols (अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ऋ, ॠ, ऌ, ॡ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ, ऑ, अं, अः, ऒ, ऎ,◌ा, ि◌, ◌ी, ◌ु , ◌ू , ◌ृ , ◌ॄ , ◌ॢ , ◌ॣ , ◌े , ◌ै , ◌ो , ◌ौ, ◌ॉ , ◌ं , ◌ः ) used in Devanagari, there are only 8 vowel alphabets in Nayanagari. In 

Devanagari, some of the diphthong sounds are represented directly by a single vowel 

alphabet (e.g., ऐ/æ�/, औ /��/), while the other diphthongs are represented by using 

more than one vowel alphabets (e.g., /a�/, /e�/, /ao/, /��/, /�o/, etc). In Nayanagari 

none of the vowel alphabets posses any diphthong sounds, one must place more than 

one vowel characters side by side to represent any diphthong sound. 

The Nayanagari vowel alphabets, in shape in general, resemble the corresponding 

diacritic forms in Devanagari in many respects (5 of them being exactly the same), in 

an intention to keep the look and feel of the Nayanagari script as close as possible to 

that of Devanagari. Each of the Nayanagari vowels is represented by a single symbol 

and is placed in a word as an individual character in a progressive manner. A 

Nayanagari vowel alphabet may reside in a word in three ways: a) at the beginning of 

a word (making an independent sound), b) after one or more consonants (being 

pronounced with one or more consonant sounds), and, c) after or before one or more 

vowels (generating diphthongs and long vowel sounds). When there are more than 

one consonant before a vowel in a Nayanagari word, the vowel affects all of those 
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consonants. The example words in Table-1 show the usage of the Nayanagari vowels 

as compared to that of Devanagari vowels and diacritics. 

To represent the Nayanagari vowels, in general we chose the diacritic-style art (E, 

a, i, उ, e, O, A, o), instead of the letter-style art (e.g., अ, आ, इ, उ, ए, ओ, ऐ, ऑ), 

primarily for two reasons. Firstly, using the diacritic-style art makes a word shorter in 

length and quicker to write (note that the a vowels happen to occur more frequently in 

words than the consonants), and secondly, using the diacritic-style art seems to 

generate more clarity and less confusion in reading a word as compared to that of the 

letter-style art. 

 

Table 1.  Nayanagari vowels and their usage 

 

The Compound Vowels 

Table-2 shows the use of the compound vowels in Nayanagari. Compound vowels (as 

defined here) are formed when two or more Nayanagari vowels are used adjacently in 

a word. Compound vowels may generate diphthongs or long sounds as well. Table-2 

though does not have an exhaustive list of the Devanagari vowel sounds, but it shows 

in general how compound vowels are represented in Nayanagari using the 8 vowel 

alphabets. 

The long vowel letters and diacritics (ई, ऊ, ◌ी, ◌ू) of Devanagari are represented 

by placing the corresponding Nayanagari monophthong vowel twice, side by side. It is 

done so to maintain the legacy, otherwise placing even a single vowel would have 

sufficed. A long vowel has no real implications on making the sound long, even 

Name of the 
Vowel 

Tongue Position 
(High=jaw close, 
Low=jaw open) 

 

# 

Nay
ana
gari 
Vo
wel 

In 

Naya
naga

ri 

In 
IPA 

In 
Devanaga
ri (letter, 
diacritic) 

Example 
word in 
Nayanag

ari 

Same word 
in 

Devanagari 

High 1. i i /�/ इ, ि◌ iस, दiन इस, िदन 
Mid 2. e e /e/ ए, ◌े eक,  दeना एक,  देना 
Low 3. A A /æ/ ऐ, ◌ै बAनक ब*क F

ro
n

t 

Low 4. a a /a/ आ, ◌ा aनख, साल आंख, साल 
Low 5. o o /�/ ऑ, ◌ॉ oफiस, कॉल 

ऑिफस, कॉल 
Mid (lip 

rounded) 
6. O O /o/ ओ, ◌ो Oठ, मOम ओठ, मोम 

B
a

c
k
 

High (lip 
rounded) 

7. उ उ /�/ उ, ◌ु उदास, दउर उदास, दरु 
Ce
ntr
al 

Mid 
(neutral) 

8. E E /�/ अ Eनउमातi
, कEल अनुमाित, कल 
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though the name of the vowel itself may suggest so in Devanagari. The long-ness of a 

sound (long monophthong) really depends on how the word is pronounced, rather 

than on how the word in written. 

Table 2. The Compound vowels of Nayanagari 

No. 
Compound 

Vowels 

Example word in 

Nayanagari 

Example word 

in Devanagari 

1.  ii नEदii नदी 
2.  ie लie िलए 
3.  ei मeiल मेइल 
4.  Ai कAiसe कैसे 
5.  ai टाiप टाइप 
6.  aii दiयासलाii िदयासलाई 
7.  ae उठae उठाए 
8.  aउ डाउनलोड डाउनलोड 
9.  Oii कOii कोई 
10.  उa हउa 7आ 
11.  उउ कानउउन कानून 
12.  उE सउEरii सुअरी 
13.  Ei नEi नइ    
14.  Eii मउमबEii मंुबई , मु8बई 
15.  Ee गEe गए  
16.  Eउ दEउर दौर 

The Consonants 

Table-3 shows the consonants of the Nayanagari alphabet set being appropriately 

placed in groups and positional order. There are 37 consonants in Nayanagari, in 8 

different groups. As shown, the characters in the Nayanagari consonant alphabet set 

follow a nice and easy-to-memorize logical as well as systematic progression, while 

being part of a close-knit and tight overall package. The consonants in the set are 

pretty much the same as it is in Devanagari, with a few exceptions. Note that the 

consonants are no longer syllabic. The Nayanagari consonants no longer posses the 

inherent vowel sound /�/ (अ) with them, rather it represents only the phonemic 

consonant part of the sound. 

It seems that the pundit(s) who developed the original Brahmi script were 

profusely gifted to design the consonants as compared to that of the vowels. The first 

25 consonant characters (in 5 logical groups of velar, palatal, retroflex, dental, and 

labial), in all the Brahmi scripts, indicate the mental caliber of the pundit(s) of such 

ancient times. The order and the groupings of these 25 characters are kept unchanged 

in Nayanagari. The rest of the consonant alphabets in Nayanagari are reordered and 

bundled in 3 groups (each group containing four characters), while following a more 

theoretical and systematic approach. 

The names of the Nayanagari consonants are as shown in Table-3 (both in 

Nayanagari and in IPA). The names are the same as they are in Devanagari, for the 

maximum of the consonants. The name, in general, is the phonemic sound of the 
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consonant added with the neutral vowel schwa, अ(/�/). The name and the sound of ढ़ 

is different than that of Devanagari. ढ़ is an alveolar approximant in Nayanagari, 

exactly like the sound of an English r, in an effort to enrich Nayanagari to gain 

authority over the English sounds. The letter chandra bindu is used in Nayanagari as 

an independent letter instead of as a diacritic to a consonant. One may notice that the 

nasalization influenced by chandra bindu happens with its adjacent vowel, rather than 

with its adjacent consonant, and such the placement of chandra bindu as a diacritic of 

a consonant in Devanagari are not even linguistically justified.  

 

Table 3.  Nayanagari consonants 

Name of the 
Consonant 

Example words 
Origi

n 
# 

Nayana
gari 

Conson

ants 

In 

Nayanag

ari 

In IPA 
In 

Nayanagari    

In 

Devanagari    

1.  क कE /k�/ करiपEया कृपया 
2.  ख खE /x�/ खEतEरा खतरा 
3.  ग गE /��/ गEरमii गम; 
4.  घ घE /��/ घउमाना घुमाना V

el
ar

 

5.  ङ ङE /��/ रEङग रंग 
6.  च चE /t��/ चउमबEक चु8बक 
7.  छ छE /t����/ छाता छाता 
8.  ज जE /d��/ जानवEर जानवर 
9.  झ झE / d����/ झापEड़ झापड़ P

al
at

al
 

10.  ञ ञE /��/ पEञजाब पंजाब 
11.  ट टE /t�/ टउट टुट 
12.  ठ ठE /���/ ठiक िठक 
13.  ड डE /d�/ डाकघEर डाकघर 
14.  ढ ढE /���/ ढEककEन ढGन R

et
ro

fl
ex

 

15.  ण णE /��/ मEणड ल मIडल 
16.  त तE /t��/ तeनदउa तJदआु 
17.  थ थE /��/ थालii थाली 
18.  द दE /d��/ दEरपEण दपLण 
19.  ध धE /���/ धEनयEवाद धNयवाद D

en
ta

l 

20.  न नE /n�/ नEकशा नPशा 
21.  प पE /p�/ परEसतान QRतान 
22.  फ फE / �/ फउसफउसाना फुसफुसाना 
23.  ब बE /b�/ बानसउरii बांसुरी 
24.  भ भE /"�/ भारEत भारत L

ab
ia

l 

25.  म मE /m�/ मEचछ र मTछर 
26.  य यE /j�/ यार यार 
27.  ढ़ ढ़E /%�/ काढ़ड काडL 
28.  ल लE /l�/ लाठii लाठी 

A
p
p
ro

x
im

an
t 

29.  व वE /w�/ वEकत वU 
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30.  ष षE /(�/ भाषा भाषा 
31.  श शE /��/ शEरEणारथii शरणाथ; 
32.  स सE /s�/ सकउल  Rकुल 

S
ib

il
an

t 

33.  ज़ ज़E /z�/ ज़रउरEत ज़Xरत 
34.  ह हE /h�/ हiममEत िह8मत 
35.  ड़ ड़E /,�/ दEउड़ दौड़ 
36.  र रE /-�/ राषटरiiयEता राYीयता 

G
lo

tt
al

, 

R
h
o
ti

c,
 a

n
d
 

N
as

al
 a

cc
en

t 

37.  U 
चॉनदरॉ बiनदउ /.t��nd�r� 

.b�nd��/ हUउउ Z ँ
Conversion From Devanagari To Nayanagari 

The generic rules of conversion from Devanagari script to Nayanagari is simple and 

straight forward. One just writes the corresponding vowels and consonants of any 

word in an explicit and progressive manner in Nayanagari. The inherent vowel, with 

the Devanagari consonants, are explicitly shown in Nayanagari. As Nayanagari does 

not support any complex vowel or diphthong as a single alphabet, one must break the 

Devanagari alphabets, representing complex vowels, into the corresponding complex 

vowels of Nayanagari (e.g., Devanagari, ऐ = Nayanagari, Ai). 

Presented below are couple of small paragraphs about an Idlee cooking recipe, to 

give the reader some idea about the look and feel of the Nayanagari script. Note that 

the art-work of the Nayanagari font, as shown here, is at the very initial stage of 

development. As there are only 45 symbols (and all individual alphabets) in 

Nayanagari, various fonts could be developed, with some research, having clarity as 

compared to that of English, even at the smallest font sizes. Note that in Nayanagari, 

each individual character font is easily represented by a single glyph, unlike that of 

Devanagari. 

 कउरकउरकउरकउरकउरकउरकउरकउरiiiiiiii    इडलइडलइडलइडलiiiiiiii    चाटचाटचाटचाट : : : : (कiतनe  लोगोन कe लie – ४) सामEगरii : ४० मiनii इडलii, २० पापड़ii , ५० गराम  उबला हउa काबउलii  चअना, ७५ गराम कEटा हउa पEनiiर, ५० गराम कEतEरा  हउa aलउ, ४ टeबEल सपउन मiनट या पउदiiनe कii चEटनii, ४ टeबEल  सपउन सोठ पाउडEर, २० टeबEल  सपउन मiiठा दEहii, सEजानe  कe  लie कEतEरii हउii  मiरच  Eउर  हEरii धEन iया, सवादानउसार नEमEक, १ टii सपउन लाल मiरच पाउडEर, जEरउरEत कe  oनउसार तeल L बiधi:  १. इडलii, पEनiiर Eउर  aलउ को  EलEग-EलEग तEल लeनL २. Eब काबउलii चEनe, हEरii  मiरच, धEनiया, नEमEक Eउर  लाल  मiरच पाउडEर  eक बाउल मeन डालeन L  इसमEन पापड़ii को तोड़EकEर डालeनL  फiर हEलEकe  सe सEभii सामEगरii  eकसाथ मiलाeL ३. Eब पउदiiनe कii  चEटनii Eउर सोनठ डालकEर  Eचछii  तEरEह  मiलाeL ४. Eब  eक  EनयE बाउल मeन इस मiशरEण को  वयEवEसथiत कEरeन L फiर बाउल कe कiनारe  पEर  दEहii डालe Eउर हEरii  धEनiया  सe  सEजाकEर सEरवE कEरeनL   नोट: : : : इडलii को  eकदEम  Eनत मeन तEलeL    
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Nayanagari Keyboard And The Computer Interface 

Table-4 shows the keyboard mapping for the Nayanagari characters for an standard 

QWERTY keyboard. The mapping is intuitive and is as simple as it is in English. 

Nayanagari interface with the computer is direct. It uses only the standard English 

keyboard, and does not require any specific hardware or software keyboard 

mechanism. Nayanagari alphabets is currently designed fully based on the ASCII 

encoding, though in future it will be implemented using the Unicode encoding of its 

own. From the computing and usage point of view, Nayanagari has no less advantages 

in any way to that of English. Out of the 52 keys of the English alphabets (26 

uppercase and 26 lowercase), 47 (8 vowels + 37 consonants + 2 special characters) 

are being currently used in Nayanagari, leaving 5 keys (H, I, Q, X, and Z) for 

potential use in future. In Table-4 each cell represents one keypad, and the letter pair 

in each cell indicate which Nayanagari key corresponds to which QWERTY key. 

Table 4. Nayanagari keyboard map 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The existing character set and the script of Devanagari ( and of any Brahmi script) are 

not as systematic as one would expect. The vowel characters are used in the script in a 

non-progressive manner while the conosonant characteres are used as syllables 

(having an inherent vowel sound associated with each consonant). The non-systematic 

use of the vowels and the consonants of the script mandate conjucts, which create 

major issues in sorting, indexing, learning, etc. The conjuncts also render the script to 

stay open-ended, as there exists no closed set of conjuncts agreed by all.  

We presented in this paper a systematic and completely conjunct-free writing 

system (or script) of Devanagari, named as Nayanagari. Nayanagari has an alphabet 

set of 45 characters (8 vowels and 37 consonants), which are grouped and ordered in a 

systematic manner. As there are no conjuncts in Nayanagari, the script is simple and 

fully close-ended. We showed in this paper how any Devanagari word can be 

converted into Nayanagari format.  

For the computer interface of Nayanagari, we presented a keyboard map, which is 

simple and very easy to memorize. As Nayanagari is directly and fully mappable to 

ASCII, one can easily be eanbled to write programs like C, C++, or any other 

computing language or script in Nayanagari. Any Operating System (OS) can easily 

be ported to Nayanagari as well, enabling its ubiquitous use in computing. As it is 

systematic, Nayanagari is very easy to learn and to use by everyone including the 

children. 

i/i e/e A/A a/a  
o/o O/O u/u E/E  क/k ख/K ग/g घ/G ङ/Y च/c छ/C ज/j झ/J ञ/q ट/t ठ/T ड/d ढ/D ण/N त/v थ/V द/f ध/F न/n प/p फ/P ब/b भ/B म/m य/y ढ़/W ल/l व/w  ष/x श/S स/s ज़/z  ह/h ड़/R र/r U/U  

L/L (rupee symbol)/M   
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The Nayanagari solution, as presented in this paper, apply in general for any other 

Brahmi  language as well. We believe, it is inevitable for any of the Brahmi scripts to 

be more systematic and to be free of conjuncts, for simplicity and for computing ease. 
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